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Universal Containers uses the Salesforce Platform to trackcustomer payments and any late
payments. This is accomplished with an architecture that includes Marketing Cloud,
Service Cloud, and an integration to the back-office billing system via MuleSoft. Invoices
and payments are mastered in the billing system andexposed to Salesforce via MuleSoft.
Notifications about customer payments are orchestrated out of Salesforce and emails are
sent via Marketing Cloud. The late payment invoice data is required for service
representatives to be able to reference within Salesforce.

 
What should the Solution Architect recommend when determining the role of each system
for a use case of sending payment reminders?

 
A. Integrate the billing system directly with Marketing Cloud via MuleSoft to trigger based
on events from the billing system. 
B. Create cases within Salesforce from the billing system based on payment statues with
MuleSoft event orchestration and send payment notifications via Marketing Cloud. 
C. Recommend a trigger from the billing system into Marketing Cloud, which sends
customer formatted emails. 
D. Load the payment and invoicing data within Salesforce from the billing system with
MuleSoft, and drive payment notifications via Marketing Cloud. 

 
Answer: D

Explanation: Universal Containers use Salesforce as the source of truth for customer

payments and late payments, and leverage Marketing Cloud to send personalized and

timely payment reminders based on customer segments and preferences1. By loading the

payment and invoicing data within Salesforce from the billing system with MuleSoft,

Universal Containers can also enable service representatives to access and referencethe

late payment invoice data within Salesforce. 
https://docs.mulesoft.com/salesforce-marketing-cloud-connector/3.2/ 

 

 

Universal Containers has recently provided its call center team the ability to troubleshoot
issues coming from its B2B Commerce customers. Currently, the team utilises Service
Cloud and, specifically, the Service Console. The CIO s concern is now different the
experience will be as it relates to B2B Commerce for Visualforce versus what the team
sees today within the Service Console.
 
Which recommendation should the Solution Architect voice to the CIO to ensure higher
adoption by the call center team?
 
A. Implement an embedded web view of B2B Commerce within the Service Console. 
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B. Implement the CSR flow so that call center agents can log m as the buyer within B2B
Commerce and see their cart. 
C. Provide access to B2B Commerce data within the Service Console so they can see the
cart. 
D. Implement Experience Cloud login as user so that call center agents can log in as the
buyer within B2B Commerce and see their cart. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: The Solution Architect should recommend implementing an embedded web

view of B2B Commerce within the Service Console, or providing access to B2B Commerce

data within the Service Console so that call center agents can see the cart. This will allow

the call center team to access the same information they are used to seeing in the Service

Console, while still providing access to B2B Commerce data. Additionally, they could also

implement the CSR flow so that call center agents can log in as the buyer within B2B

Commerce and see their cart. Implementing Experience Cloud login as user is not

necessary for this purpose. 

This option would allow the call center team to see what the B2B Commerce customers

see on their storefronts without leaving the Service Console. This would enhance their

experience and efficiency when troubleshooting issues. 

According to Salesforce documentation2, B2B Commerce for Visualforce is a set of
Visualforce pages and components that can be integrated with your Experience Cloud site.
You can also customize these pages and components to suit your business needs. 

 

 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented a new ecommerce site for its resellers. UC is
leveraging a multi-cloud architecture, B2B Commerce, for buildingthe storefront and
Service Cloud Web2Case for offering case management functionality to its resellers. UC
notices that the case volume is extremely high and a number of resellers are raising cases
for trivial issues on the B2B Commerce site.

 
Which two recommendations should a Solution Architect make to help resellers use the site
more efficiently and lower the case volume?

 Choose 2 answers

 
A. Offload the number of cases received via Web2Case by using Email2Case. 
B. Implement Case Deflection. 
C. Disable anonymous users on the site. 
D. Plan and conduct User Adoption Trainings for resellers on how to use the site. 

Question No : 3
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Answer: B,D

Explanation: Option B would help resellers find answers to their questions by showing

them relevant articles or discussions before they create a case. This way, they can resolve

their issues without contacting support13. 

Option D would help resellers learn how to use the site effectively andavoid common

pitfalls. This way, they can reduce errors and confusion that might lead to unnecessary
cases2. 

 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) recently went live with a multi-cloud implement at ton consisting
of Experience Cloud, Service Cloud, and Marketing Cloud Account Engagement. The UC
Marketing team wants to generate Marketing Cloud Account Engagement emails using the
same dynamic content that users access in Experience Cloud. They want to trigger
Marketing Cloud Account Engagement emails based on certain user actions while keeping
the content dynamic and configurable via a user- friendly mechanism.
 
Which approach should a Solution Architect recommend m this case?
 
A. Consider finding AppExchange packages that support this functionality on Experience
Cloud andMarketing Cloud Account Engagement. 
B. Use Salesforce CMS on Experience Cloud and the new Marketing Cloud Account
Engagement Lightning Email Experience. 
C. Change the data model to support sending Marketing Cloud Account Engagement email
via the Experiencecloud site. 
D. Build a custom application using Lightning Web Components to make the email content
dynamic and configurable. 

 
Answer: B

Explanation: Using Salesforce CMS and the new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement

Lightning Email Experience can enable the UC Marketing team to generate Marketing

Cloud Account Engagement emails with dynamic content accessed through Experience

Cloud. This approach can provide a user-friendly mechanism to configure content and

trigger email sends based on user actions, without changing the data model. Additionally,

this approach leverages native Salesforce functionality and does not require custom

development or third-party packages. 

https://www.salesforce.com/products/experience-cloud/features/customer-engagement-
solutions/ 
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Universal Containers (UC) is looking to implement a CPQ + B2B Commerce multi-cloud
solution and use the CPQ B2B Commerce Connector to keep the two insync. As part of
this implementation, UC is looking to be able to have a streamlined product and pricing
experience. As UC would like to sell product kits with tiered pricing through the self-service
storefront, it would like to ensure this model can be supported effectively.

 Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind for the implementation?

 Choose 2 answers

 
A. for supporting kits in the B2B Commerce Storefront, they need to create equivalent
bundle products on the CPQ side. 
B. For the described multi-cloud solution, it is a best practice to set the CPQ precision to
two decimal points. 
C. On the CPQ 826 Commerce Connector, the default mapping of tiered pricing in 826
Commerce is to Discount Schedules in CPQ. 
D. It is important to ensure the Price Rules run for Quotes initiated via 628 Commerce
Storefront to maintain consistency in business rules being applied. 

 
Answer: A,C

Explanation:  

The CPQ B2B Commerce Cloud Connector is an unmanaged package from Salesforce

Labs that allows B2B Commerce and CPQcustomers to configure or customize

functionality12. It syncs products, pricing, quote requests, and orders in both clouds12. 

For supporting kits in the B2B Commerce Storefront, they need to create equivalent bundle

products on the CPQ side3. A kit is a product that contains other products as components3.

 A bundle is a product that has one or more options that can be added or removed by a

user4. The connector maps kits to bundles using a custom field called Kit ID on both

objects3. 

On the CPQ 826 Commerce Connector, the default mapping of tieredpricing in 826

Commerce is to Discount Schedules in CPQ5. Tiered pricing lets you set different prices for

different quantities of a product5. Discount schedules let you apply discounts based on

quantity or amount ranges for a product. The connector maps tiered prices to discount
schedules using a custom field called Tiered Price ID on both objects5. 
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Universal Containers (UC) sells automotive spare parts through a large network of partner
retail outlets. UC's business model relies on partners (retail outlets) reaching out toUC to
get access to its product catalog, selecting the product(s) they require, and then making
bulk purchases. The partners occasionally reach out to UC sales representatives for advice
or clarifications regarding particular SKUs on an opportunity on which they are co-sellers.

 
UC wants to offer discounts to partners who make large purchases. Further, UC wants to
provide its partners with reports detailing their sales, including reports that summarize sales
by partner, to help UC classify its partners accordingly.

 
Which solution should a Solution Architect recommend to meet UC's requirements?

 
A. Sales Cloud, B2B Commerce, and Partner Relationship Management 
B. Sales Cloud, B2B Commerce, and Customer Community 
C. Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, and Partner Relationship Management 
D. Sales Cloud, Partner Relationship Management, and Einstein 

 
Answer: A

Explanation: Sales Cloud can help UC manage its direct sales team and track

opportunities and revenue. 

B2B Commerce can help UC provide its partners with access to its product catalog and

enable them to make bulk purchases online. 

Partner Relationship Management (PRM) can help UC offer discounts to partners who

make large purchases, provide them with reports detailing their sales, and allow them to
collaborate with UC sales representatives12. 

 

 

 

AC Computers is getting ready to go live with automated subscription invoicing using Sales
Cloud and Revenue Cloud. AC Computers' primary goal is to retire its homegrown system
used for manual invoicing and migrate any outstanding bookings. The company wants to
make sure there is little disruption to a customer's current invoicing schedule when it goes
live with Salesforce Billing and retires the existing system.

 
Which three recommendations should a Solution Architect make to reduce customer
impact?

 
Choose 3 answers

 
A. Migrate all historical payment methods from the homegrown system. 
B. Utilize the standard user adoption reports and dashboards to track invoice data. 
C. Provide training and enablement for end users and admins prior to go live. 
D. Compare invoices as produced in both systems to ensure customer invokes are as
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✑

✑

✑

expected. 
E. Create a release and change management process to incorporate feedback and fix
issues. 
 

Answer: A,D,E

Explanation: https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/introducing-revenue-cloud/ 
https://www.salesforce.com/products/cpq/overview/ 

A. Migrate all historical payment methods from the homegrown system. According
to 1, Revenue Cloud helps you manage your billing and payment processes
across different channels and systems. To reduce customer impact, you should
migrate all historical payment methodsfrom your homegrown system to Revenue
Cloud so that you can continue to process payments smoothly and securely for
your existing customers.
D. Compare invoices as produced in both systems to ensure customer invokes are
as expected. According to 2 and 3, Revenue Cloud allows you to create and
manage invoices for your customers based on various factors such as contracts,
subscriptions, usage, etc. To reduce customer impact, you should compare
invoices as produced in both systems to ensure that they are accurate and
consistent with your customer expectations and agreements.
E. Create a release and changemanagement process to incorporate feedback and
fix issues. According to 4, following best practices for release and change
management can help you improve your revenue performance and customer
satisfaction. To reduce customer impact, you should create a release and change
management process that allows you to incorporate feedback from your
customers, end users, admins, etc., and fix any issues that may arise during or
after the go live.

 

 

 

A Solution Architect was asked by AC Computers to provide solution recommendations for
a rebate enrollment and management solution on Salesforce. The primary goal and
requirement is to easily launch rebate programs for partners that an administrator can
implement and manage in Salesforce. AC Computers currently uses Sales Cloud,
Salesforce CPQ, and Experience Cloud to expose opportunity and quote information to
partners.
 
Based on the business requirements, which solution should the Solution Architect
recommend?
 
A. Implement a custom solution to track rebates, accruals, and actuals and expose the
data in the Experience Cloud site. 
B. Implement Salesforce Service Contracts with lineitems to track rebate accruals and
expose the data in the Experience Cloud site. 
C. Implement Salesforce Rebate Management Module and expose the data in the
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Experience Cloud site. 
D. Implement B2B Commerce on Lightning Experience to track rebates and expose the
data in the Experience Cloud site. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This solution can help AC Computers easily launch rebate programs for

partners that an administrator can implement and manage in Salesforce. Rebate

Management is a new module that integrates out-of-the-box into any Salesforce product

and gives all employees and channel partners visibility into rebate programs2. It also

automates, scales and leverages AI-driven insights for better and faster decisions1

. Rebate Management can be exposed in the Experience Cloud site using custom

components or standard objects4. 

https://www.salesforce.com/products/manufacturing-cloud/rebate-management/ 

Salesforce Rebate Management is a managed package that enables companies to create,

manage, and track rebates in Salesforce. With this solution, administrators can easily set

up and manage rebate programs, track accruals and actuals, and generate detailed
reports. Exposing the data in the Experience Cloud site will allow partners to view and track
their rebate status, further enhancing the rebate management process. 
Reference: Salesforce Help - Salesforce Rebate Management Overview.

 
 

 

 

AC Computers has decided to extend its existing Sales Cloud solution by implementing
Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud Account Engagement. AC Computers has defined two
different work streams for Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud Account Engagement and
wants each workstream to work iteratively in separate sandboxes and migrate to a single
sandbox for UAT and integration testing. With the multiple workstreams, AC Computers
needs a more rigorous change management process and an audit process.

 
Which two options should AC Computers consider to support both implementation
workstreams?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Use multiple development sandboxes and merge the workstream builds using change
sets. 
B. Use a version control system and CLI-based deployment tools to merge the workstream
builds. 
C. Use scratch orgs and continuous deployment tools to merge the workstream builds. 
D. Use package-based deployments and scratch orgs to merge the workstream builds. 
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Answer: B,C

Explanation: These answers show howAC Computers can use modern development tools

and practices to support multiple workstreams and implement Service Cloud and Marketing

Cloud Account Engagement. A version control system can help track changes, manage

conflicts, and audit code quality. A CLI-based deployment tool can help automate

deployments and run tests across different environments. A scratch org is a source-driven

and disposable deployment of Salesforce code and metadata that can be used for

development and testing purposes. A continuousdeployment tool can help integrate

changes from different sources and deploy them automatically to a target environment. 
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.deploy_connection_parent.htm&language=e
n_US&type=5 

 

 

 

A Solution Architect has been hired to help design and implement a quoting solution for AC
Computers on Salesforce to support omni-channel selling. During discovery with the client,
the Solution Architect learns AC Computers currently uses spreadsheets to manage its
pricing and product catalog, which includes thousands of SKUs with a variety of attributes
that determine pricing. The current quoting process is long and tedious because it requires
a sales representative to find individual products and manually input that information into
Salesforce.

 
The Sales team complains that they are spending too much time searching for the right
product and Product Management is spending too much time trying to manage SKUs. AC
Computers wants to move away from manual quoting processes and toward simplifying its
product catalog.

 
Which recommendation should the Solution Architect make given the business
requirements?

 
A. Work alongside client stakeholders to perform a SKU optimisation; implement
Salesforce CPQ product catalog and guided selling. 
B. Work alongside client stakeholders to perform a SKU optimisation; implement
Salesforce Order Management and special pricing. 
C. Create Products and Price Books in Salesforce for the current product catalog to
streamline future pricing and product catalog management; implement 
Salesforce CPQ product catalog and guided selling. 
D. Create Products and Price Books m Salesforce for the current product catalog to
streamline futurepricing and product catalog management; implement Salesforce Order
Management and special pricing. 

 

Question No : 10
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Answer: A

Explanation: This option addresses both the issues mentioned by the client, the tedious

quoting process and product catalog management. A SKU optimization exercise would

help simplify the product catalog, and implementing Salesforce CPQ product catalog and

guided selling would enable sales representatives to quickly and accurately find the right

products and generate quotes. This would also streamline product catalog management by

allowing Product Management to easily add and maintain products in the Salesforce CPQ

product catalog. 

Option A would involve working alongside client stakeholders to perform a SKU

optimisation; implementing Salesforce CPQ product catalog and guided selling. This would

help AC Computers simplify its product catalog by reducing the number of SKUs and

attributes, and streamlining its pricing logic. It would also help AC Computers move away

from manual quoting processes by using Salesforce CPQ product catalog and guided

selling features. These features allow sales representatives to easily find and select

products based on predefined rules and criteria, and generate accurate quotes with
dynamic pricing. 

 

 

 

AC Computers is hitting governor limits when trying to create orders and activate orders in
Salesforce. Upon further investigation, it's discovered that AC Computers is trying to
process hundreds of order products on a single order. The Order object also has various
automation processesto update fields and integrate with a third-party order management
system.
 
What is one solution a Solution Architect should evaluate first to resolve this issue?
 
A. Create a custom object to hold orders in queue for processing. 
B. Review to determine if moving automation to asynchronous Apex is required. 
C. Enable Advanced Order Management to process large orders. 
D. Install a third-party solution to process large orders. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Option B is a solution that can help AC Computers avoid hitting governor

limits when processing large orders because asynchronous Apex can run in a separate

thread and use higher limits than synchronous Apex1. For example, asynchronousApex

can process up to 50 million records per transaction, while synchronous Apex can only

process up to 50 thousand records per transaction2. By moving some of their automation

processes to asynchronous Apex, AC Computers can reduce the load on their Salesforce
environment and improve performance. 
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✑

A Solution Architect should evaluate moving automationto asynchronous Apex to resolve

the issue of hitting governor limits when trying to create and activate orders in Salesforce.

By moving the automation to asynchronous Apex, the automation processes can be run in

a separate thread and will not affect the transaction limit for the current thread. This will

prevent governor limits from being hit and ensure that the order creation and activation
processes can be completed successfully. 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) wants to add and integrate Marketing Cloud Account
Engagement after a recentacquisition. The integration into the global architecture will be as
follows:

 
• Marketing Cloud Account Engagement will be used for lead nurturing with Engagement
Studio.

 
• Marketing Cloud Account Engagement forms will be set up in a website.

 
• SalesCloud will manage leads created by Marketing Cloud Account Engagement.

 
UC wants to facilitate adoption by giving sales representatives and marketers enough time
to learn about new features on a training platform.

 
Which approach should a Solution Architectrecommend in order to set up an environment
in which users can test the functionalities from end to end?

 
A. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, recreate the
configuration, and link it to a full copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 
B. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, recreate the
configuration, and link it to the production Sales Cloud org. 
C. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, synchronize the
production unit and the training unit, and link it to a full copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 
D. Create Marketing Cloud Account Engagement training environments, synchronize the
environments, and link it to a full copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 

 
Answer: C
Explanation: 

Create a new MCAE business unit, recreate the configuration, and link it to a full
copy Sales Cloud sandbox. This way, users can test the lead nurturing with
Engagement Studio, the forms on the website, and the leadmanagement in Sales
Cloud without affecting the production data or settings23.

The recommended approach for setting up an environment inwhich users can test the
functionalities of Marketing Cloud Account Engagement would be to create a new
Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, synchronize the production unit and
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the training unit, and link it to a full copy Sales Cloud sandbox.This allows for a dedicated
training environment that can be synchronized with the production environment to ensure
that data and configurations are consistent between the two. Additionally, linking it to a full
copy Sales Cloud sandbox enables end-to-endtesting of the solution. (Reference:
Salesforce Help - Create a Marketing Cloud
Account,https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.mc_create_account.htm&type=5) 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is about to embark on a digital transformation initiative to make
all of its back-office systems data visible to employees, customers. And partners via front-
office capabilities like Salesforce. The CIO has asked the team to identify their various
systems, both back- and front-office, and correctly identify the proper use of those systems.
The team plans to utilise the Systems of Engagement framework to classify their systems
based on how they will be utilized within the enterprise architecture.
 
Salesforce is being utilued as the master for all sales data-like Opportunities, Quotes, and
Cart data—and an ERP is the master for all invoice, order, and payment data.
 
How should the Solution Architect segment opportunities and order data in Salesforce*
 
A. SOR for Opportunities and System of Intelligence for Orders 
B. System of record (SOP.) for Opportunities and System of Engagement for Orders 
C. System of Engagement for Opportunities and SOR for Orders 
D. SOR for Opportunities and SOR for Orders 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: A system of record (SOR) is a source of truth for a specific type of data that

needs to be accurate and consistent across different systems1. A system of engagement

(SOE) is a platform that enables interactions and communications with customers and

other stakeholders1. 

Salesforce is a system of engagement for opportunities because it allows sales reps to

create, track, and manage sales deals withcustomers23. Salesforce is also a system of

record fororders because it stores order data that can be synced with other systems like
ERP3. 

 

 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is about to start a massive digital transformation project across

Question No : 13
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multiple service channels. UC plans on using Service Cloud, Omni-Channel, chatbots,
Knowledge, and Einstein AI throughout all the service capabilities. Before discovery can
start, the key stakeholder would like to see the automated chat capabilities in action. They
currently use a third-party Knowledge Base and are wondering what is the value of it over
Salesforce Knowledge. They believe it will be chatbots but they are unsure.
 
What is one of the key benefits the Solution Architect should address within the context of
the demo?
 
A. Demo how the chatbot can provide a response to a customer's request by bringing
together content from Knowledge articles. 
B. Demo how the chatbot can anticipate the responses of the customer before they make
it, and generate Knowledge article responses based on what they have bought. 
C. Demo how the chatbot can utilize Knowledge within it to deflect customer issues before
a case is created. 
D. Demo how a human being can have a real conversation with an Einstein Al-driven
chatbot. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This answer shows how the chatbotcan leverage Knowledge articles to

provide relevant and helpful information to customers without requiring them to contact a

live agent. This can improve customer satisfaction and reduce service costs. 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/service_bots_basics/learn-about-
einstein-bots 

 

 

 

Big Server Company sells complex server solutions to customers through a reseller
channel. Resellers will purchase complex servers aswell as have warehouses to store
quick need products for their customers, such as additional hard drives and cables. Big
Server Company currently uses Salesforce CPQ for its Sales team. Big Server Company
would like to be able to give resellers easy access to purchase warehouse type products
through B2B Commerce; however, the company would also like to allow resellers to
request additional discounts for large volume orders from the Sales team.
 
Which recommendation should a Solution Architect make tointegrate B2B Commerce and
Salesforce CPQ to accomplish this request?
 
A. Utilize an integration software, like MuleSoft, to sync carts and pricing between B2B
Commerce and Salesforce CPQ. 
B. Implement the Salesforce CPQ & Billing and CPQ B2B Commerce Connector and use
the Cart to Quote flow to sync the cart to Salesforce CPQ, and have a reseller price rule
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adjust pricing for the reseller based on volume. 
C. Create a request special pricing button in B2B Commerce that will create an opportunity
for the salesrepresentative and allow the sales representative to follow up. 
D. Implement the Salesforce CPQ & Billing and CPQ B2B Commerce Connector and use
the Cart to Quote flow to create a quote from the Resellers Cart, allowing a sales
representative to configurediscounts and sync back to cart. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: This option allows you to use the Cart to Quote flow to create a quote from

the Resellers Cart, allowing a salesrepresentative to configure discounts and sync back to

cart1. 
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3u00000MSk6gEAD 

 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) u about to develop a new call center solution utilizing Salesforce
productsincluding Service Cloud, LiveMessage, Experience Cloud, and MuleSoft. UC
would prefer no real customer data to be stored within Salesforce but to be made view
only. These views should only be utilized by a select few individuals that may be assigned
the ability to view this data temporarily and have it removed.
 
Which two features should a Solution Architect suggest to maintain these constraints?
 
A. Apex Callouts, User Permissions Sets 
B. Third-party ETL, Profiles 
C. Salesforce Connect, User Profiles 
D. Salesforce Connect, User Permission Sets 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Salesforce Connect allows you to integrate external data sources with

Salesforce and access them in real time without storing them in Salesforce1. User

Permission Sets let you grant access to various tools and functions to users without

changing their profiles12. You can assign permission sets to users with different licenses
and revoke them when needed3. 

 

 

Universal Containers is in the process of implementing CPQ and Billing whileintegrating
with ERP for order fulfillment. The Development team is looking to gather regular feedback
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from the business stakeholders through each sprint. Also, supporting an Agile
methodology, they have agreed on a reasonable amount of flexibility in requirements
during the course of the project.
 
Which area should a Solution Architect look to receive feedback on at the earliest?
 
A. Pricing sync between CPQ and ERP 
B. Modifications required to ERP for integration purposes 
C. Product and Pricing structure setup in CPQ 
D. Invoice capabilities in ERP to accommodate billing 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: it is important to set up the product and pricing structure in CPQ correctly

and align it with the business requirements and expectations. This can affect how products

are configured, quoted, priced, and ordered in CPQ and Billing, as well as how they are

integrated with ERP for order fulfillment12. Getting feedback on this area early can help

avoid rework or errors later. 
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=blng_overview.htm&language=en_US&type=5 

 

 

 

AW Computing (AWC) has just completed a multi-cloud implementation for Salesforce and
is facing major user adoption challenges. Users are complaining that the system is
complicated and hard to navigate.
 
What can the Center of Excellence (CoE) for Salesforce do to help increase user adoption?
 
A. Place all training materials on the home page so users can find them easily. 
B. Record hour-long pieces of training for each job role so users can review on their own
time. 
C. Break down training materials into quick reference guides for job-specific functions. 
D. Ensure each team has a Salesforce champion that can provide one-on-one training. 
 
Answer: C

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is starting to go through an inventory of capabilities in regard to
its many data warehouses. UC's data warehouses are currently being provided with data
from OMS, ERP, Accounting, and other inventory management systems. Data warehouses

Question No : 18
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are utilized by those systems for storage or analytics purposes.
 
UC plans to utilize the Systems of Engagement framework to classify its systems based on
how they will be utilized within the enterprise architecture. UC would like to understand
which systems it should directly integrate with versus utilizing the data warehouses where
that data may also be stored.
 
How should a Solution Architect classify the data warehouses as systems within the
enterprise architecture of this scenario?
 
A. System of Reference 
B. System of Engagement 
C. System of Intelligence 
D. System of Record 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: System of Reference is more appropriate for this question. A system of

reference provides data or services for other systems but does not store data itself2. A data

warehouse can be seen as a system of reference because it provides data for analytics or
reporting purposes, but it does not store the original data from other systems. 

 

 

 

Recently. Universal Containers (UC) successfully launched a multi-cloud 62B
implementation with Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Experience Cloud, and B2B Commerce.
As the Sales and ServiceCloud development was performed by separate teams, UC
created Process Builder automation for the Account object m separate Process Builder
processes. As customers 90 through the sales process within Sales Cloud, the data on
their customer account record is updated. As those same customers make purchases
within B2B Commerce, the data on their customer account record is updated as well.
 

What are two reasons why a Solution Architect should recommend uniting these into a
single Process Builder process?
 
Choose2 answers
 

A. Moving them into a single Process Builder process helps to reduce the number of
queries and avoid hitting limits on the Account object. 
B. Moving them into a single Process Builder process provides control over the order of the
updates and actions triggered on the Account object. 
C. Moving them into a single Process Builder is the only way to ensure a naming
convention is followed on the Account object. 
D. Moving one of the Process Builders into a flow will remove all automation conflicts on
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the Account object. 
 

Answer: A,B

Explanation: The two reasons why a Solution Architect should recommend uniting the

Sales Cloud and Service Cloud Process Builder processes into a single Process Builder

process are: (A) Moving them into a single Process Builder process helps to reduce the

number of queries and avoid hitting limits on the Account object; and (B) Moving them into

a single Process Builder process provides control over the order of the updates and actions

triggered on the Account object. By having them all ina single Process Builder process, UC

can better manage the order in which updates and actions are triggered on the account

object, ensuring that the most important updates and actions are performed first.
Additionally, combining multiple Process Builder processes into one reduces the number of
queries that need to be performed, helping to avoid hitting limits on the Account object. 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is about to undergo its first release of its digital transformation
initiative across clouds like Sales Cloud, B2B Commerce, Marketing Cloud Account
Engagement, Experience Cloud, and MuleSoft. UC recently developed its Center of
Excellence (CoE) model and is working on how to make sure its developers and
administrators can go through a continuous release cycle. The product owner would like to
make sure no work is overridden in sandboxes or production.

 What is the first thing a Solution Architect should recommend within UC's DevOps setup?

 
A. Make sure the developers all have access to the CLI so that they can package andpush
their changes to the next environment. 
B. Appoint a release manager who will keep track of all changes made and which changes
have been deployed to the QA, SIT, and UAT environments as part of the sprint. 
C. Appoint a release manager who will set up the required environments and automated
deployments in tandem with a source control based development process. 
D. Set up a source control based development process that's understood and followed by
administrators and developers. 

 
Answer: D

Explanation: Salesforce DevOpsis a set of practices designed to help teams build, test,

and release software faster and more reliably. It stems from the need to combine the

responsibilities of both software development teams (‘Dev’) and operations teams (‘Ops’). 

Salesforce DevOps Center is a new feature that enables admins and developers to

manage releases and collaborate on a single set of configuration and code using an

elegant point-and-click interface. It also integrates with version control, automates
workflows, and releases withconfidence using CI tools and the Metadata API. 
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Therefore, a Solution Architect should recommend setting up a source control based

development process that’s understood and followed by administrators and developers.

This way, UC can ensure that no work isoverridden in sandboxes or production, as well as

improve team collaboration, code quality, and deployment speed. 
https://www.salesforceben.com/salesforce-devops/ 

 

 

 

 

The Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) sales department currently uses Sales Cloud for its
Sales team. The management team decided that the Sales team needs to start creating
quotes based on the input from the finance department. NTO would like to implement
quotes, contracted pricing, and invoicing for its customers. Invoicing will be done based on
an agreed billing cycle. The finance department would like to see a report on the invoices
sent and track the details of the payments received. NTO also has a need for partners to
be able to self-service their pipeline and quoting through a portal.
 
NTO's internal team decided to use Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud as its solution.
 
What should a Solution Architect recommend as NTO begins its implementation?
 
A. Advise the client to start with Experience Cloud. 
B. Select an AppExchange product focused on contract lifecycle management. 
C. Develop an architectural plan to incorporate Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud. 
D. Advise the client that Revenue Cloud is the startingpoint. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Revenue Cloud is a product suite that enables businesses to streamline their

revenue processes, such as quoting, contracting, billing, and invoicing. It also allows

businesses to create new revenue streams and improve revenue efficiency. 

Experience Cloud is a digital experience platform that allows businesses to create

personalized and connected sites and portals for their customers, partners, and

employees. It also enables businesses to leverage their CRM data in Salesforce and

integrate with other services. 

implementing Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud can provide many benefits for

businesses, such as faster and easier buying process, better visibility of revenue

performance, increased customer satisfaction and loyalty, and enhanced partner

collaboration. 

Therefore, a Solution Architect should recommend developing an architectural plan to
incorporate Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud for NTO’s implementation. This way,
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✑

✑

NTO can leverage both products’ capabilities to meet its needs for quotes, contracted
pricing, invoicing, reporting, payments tracking, and partner self-service. 

 
https://www.salesforce.com/products/cpq/overview/ 
https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/introducing-revenue-cloud/ 

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is currently using Sales Cloud, Revenue Cloud, Experience
Cloud, and B2B Commerce. B2B Commerce and Experience Cloud are used for UC's end
customers while the direct Sales team sells with partners through Revenue Cloud.
However, partners want to work digitally versus through email.
 
The direct Sales team has asked the CIO how they can expose their Revenue Cloud
capabilities to their partners and vendorsusing Salesforce. The CIO knows they are
currently using B2B Commerce for customers and is wondering if they can do something
similar for partners by exposing CPQ capabilities in Experience Cloud for partners.
 
What are two questions a Solution Architect should ask when evaluating either B2B
Commerce or CPQ for partners via Experience Cloud?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Will partners be using CPQ to sell to our customers that are utilizing our B2B Commerce
tool today? 
B. Does the direct Sales team co-sell with partners or sell to partners in this new channel
model? 
C. Do partners need to do complex configurations or create their special pricing? 
D. What do we need to invest in order to build the channel and where does that investment
come from? 
 
Answer: A,C
Explanation: 

Do partners need to do complex configurations or create their special
pricing?2 This questioncan help UC determine if they need to use CPQ for
partners, which can provide more flexibility and functionality for configuring
products and applying discounts than B2B Commerce.
Will partners be using CPQ to sell to our customers that are utilizing our B2B
Commerce tool today?1 This question can help UC understand if they need to
integrate CPQ and B2B Commerce for partners, which can enable a seamless
experiencefor both partners and customers across different channels.
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